Silver Clay

Private 1-2-1 Tuition
One to one tuition means you are in the driving
seat. Tell us what you want to achieve and we will
give you all the attention and encouragement you
require. We will discuss your requirements with you
and help to suggest project tasks, so you develop
your skills at your own pace.
Be assured we will steer you in the right direction to
get you moving on your metal clay journey.

Craftworx Travelling Workshops
Tracey loves to share her knowledge of metal clay.
As a speaker and through workshops, she is known
for her enthusiastic patient and approachable
teaching style, offering
a range of talks,
demonstrations and workshops.
Tracey is happy to travel anywhere in UK, Europe or
to international destinations to teach and share her
passion for this amazing material.

PMC for Schools - GCSE and ‘A’ Level
Design and Technology
Precious Metal Clay (PMC) is now on the National
Curriculum for GCSE and ‘A’ Level Design and
Technology as well as art courses.
Tracey can deliver courses either to teachers who
want to learn the skills and processes to roll this out
into the curriculum themselves, or facilitate a class
of school students through some project tasks.

Talks Parties and Demonstrations
Our vast teaching experience in many different
situations means we can offer talks, parties,
demo’s, workshops, parties or presentations to:










Community Groups
Art Societies
Artist Groups
Church Groups
Craft Clubs
Corporate Events
Women's Groups
Teenage Parties
Children and Family
Groups

 Hen Nights
 Mixed Ability Groups
 Charity Fund Raising
Events
 School Students
 Shops
 Galleries
 Studios
 Colleges

Workshops
Our Instructor
Tracey Spurgin is a leading
independent qualified Senior Art
Clay and PMC Instructor. As a
professional international tutor,
she has been teaching for more
than 15 years. She is highly
regarded not just by her own
students, but by the heads and
managers of the colleges,
museums, galleries and shops, both here in the UK
and abroad, where she is invited to teach.
Tracey is always keen to share ideas & knowledge
so continues to write for national magazines with
more than 60 published articles to date.
And now, Tracey is also appearing as a guest
jewellery designer on Jewellery Maker TV.
Tracey will inspire your imagination & passion to
maximise your enjoyment of working with metal
clay.

Why Choose Craftworx Studio
 Great location with superb facilities
 Inspiring courses to suit all levels.
 Learn from qualified tutors and professional
artisans
 Great value for money
 Excellent student return rate..

Learn From The Best
For further details visit our website
www.craftworx.co.uk
Craftworx Studio, Calf House Studios, Cold
Harbour Farm, Bishop Burton, E. Yorks.
HU17 8QA.
email: tracey@craftworx.co.uk
Mob: 07961 883115
Follow Tracey Spurgin on Facebook & Twitter

What is PMC and Silver Clay?

Beginner Level

Master Classes

PMC and Art Clay Silver is pure silver powder mixed
with an organic binder and water. This clay-like
material can be shaped moulded and sculpted
into exquisite designs. When kiln, torch or gas hob
fired, the binders burn away leaving 99.9% pure
fine silver ready to be hallmarked.

Aimed at the compete
beginner with little or no
experience of jewellery
making, we can help you
gain
confidence
and
teach you some of the
basic essential foundation
Skills
You will feel a real sense of
achievement when you
leave the studio and you will be confident enough
to start applying your new skills to your own
creative ideas at home!

Aimed at the experienced
enthusiast, active artist or
professional tutors, these
classes are delivered by
visiting expert tutors that
will be teaching unique
techniques and projects
they have developed.
These projects, skills and
knowledge sharing are a
truly inspiring experience.

Intermediate Level

Summer School & Winter Retreat

if you feel you have a
good level of ability but
have areas where you
could improve, or if you
want to pick up the
essential hints and tips to
move forward with metal
clay, our intermediate
courses are ideal for you.
We will assume you have
a basic level of understanding and experience in
working with metal clay and will help you to
expand your skill set and knowledge so you can
wow your friends and family with your new
creations.

These workshops appeal to those who want to
make the most of learning the skills and techniques
in working with Metal Clay. In an intensive couple
of days. You can enjoy a variety of carefully
planned creative sessions to indulge and immerse
yourself in learning the skills and techniques of
working with metal clay.
Each course is designed for you to progress day by
day, through a series of specific project tasks, so
you get the most out of the learning opportunity.
Once you’ve built your knowledge and skills you’ll
be eager to unleash your creative ideas to apply
to you own projects and designs.

Our Courses and Workshops

Advanced Level

Our Ten week course

Craftworx carefully plans each course or workshop
to ensure your experience is packed full of handson experience from the onset, giving you the
maximum opportunity to learn and complete a set
task or project in the time scheduled.
Our target & project based workshops are divided
into four different expertise levels to ensure each of
our students finds the courses suitable for their own
individual skill level. You are able to learn
professional techniques and take these new skills to
apply your own creative ideas. Whatever your
level, there’s a Craftworx course for you!

We aim to enhance your
existing skills and truly
challenge your abilities so
you leave the studio with
new ideas, fresh expertise
and inspiration for your
own creations.
Take the challenge and
move you metal clay
journey forward to take
you to the next level.

Here you design your own
pieces and work at your
own pace with Tracey who
will show you, step by step,
how to achieve your
designs, building your skills
in metal clay week by
week. Relax and enjoy the
company of like minded
friends while creating your
own jewellery pieces.

Craftworx Studio
Located on a farm in
Bishop
Burton,
East
Yorkshire on the edge of
the Yorkshire Wolds, the
location is easy to access
with nearby motorway
and
train
links.
Our
students travel from all
over the country often to
stay longer to enjoy the surrounding area.
The renovated barn conversion provides a light and
spacious facility that is very well stocked with all the
essential tools and equipment. With plenty of car
parking space and disabled access, we are proud
to provide the best professional dedicated metal
clay studio facilities in UK. Our location provides a
haven of peace and inspiration to get your
creative juices flowing, with the perfect
environment for you to gain knowledge and
confidence in working with metal clay. Craftworx
delivers excellence as standard.

